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QUANTUM NILPOTENT SUBALGEBRAS OF CLASSICAL
QUANTUM GROUPS AND AFFINE CRYSTALS
IL-SEUNG JANG AND JAE-HOON KWON
Abstract. We study the crystal of quantum nilpotent subalgebra of UqpDnq
associated to a maximal Levi subalgebra of type An´1. We show that it has
an affine crystal structure of type D
p1q
n isomorphic to a limit of perfect Kirillov-
Reshetikhin crystal Bn,s for s ě 1, and give a new polytope realization of Bn,s.
We show that an analogue of RSK correspondence for type D due to Burge is an
isomorphism of affine crystals and give a generalization of Greene’s formula for
type D.
1. Introduction
Let g be a classical Lie algebra and let l be its proper maximal Levi subalgebra
of type A (or a sum of type A). Let u´ be the negative nilradical of the parabolic
subalgebra p “ l ` b, where b is a Borel subalgebra of g. The enveloping algebra
Upu´q is an integrable l-module, which has a multiplicity-free decomposition [9], and
the expansion of its character
(1.1) ch Upu´q “
ź
αPΦpu´q
p1´ eαq´1
into irreducible l-characters (that is, Schur polynomials or a product of Schur poly-
nomials) gives the celebrated Cauchy identity when g is of type A, and Littlewood
identities when g is of type B,C,D, where Φpu´q is the set of roots of u´.
The decomposition of Upu´q into l-modules has a purely combinatorial interpre-
tation by RSK correspondence and its variations, say κ (cf. [3, 6]). Indeed, the
correspondence for type B and C is given by symmetrizing the map for type A.
A more representation theoretic meaning is available by crystal base theory [11].
In [22], Lascoux showed that κ is an isomorphism of l-crystals, which immediately
implies the same result for type B and C [18] by using similarity of crystals [14].
Furthermore, it is shown in [19] that the RSK correspondence κ can be extended
to an isomorphism of affine crystals of type A
p1q
n when g is of type An, and of type
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D
p2q
n`1 and C
p1q
n when g is of type Bn and Cn, respectively. It is done by regarding
the set of biwords (or the set of matrices with non-negative integral entries) as the
crystal BpUqpu
´qq of the quantum nilpotent subalgebra Uqpu
´q (see also [20, 21]).
This approach enables us to define naturally the Kashiwara operators on both sides
of the correspondence κ for the simple roots other than the ones in l. Moreover
it is proved that BpUqpu
´qq is isomorphic to a limit of perfect Kirillov-Reshetikhin
crystals Br,s, which are classically irreducible (cf. [4]). An explicit description of
Br,s as a subcrystal of BpUqpu
´qq is also given in [19]. We remark that a similar
viewpoint appears in a recent study of affine geometric crystals of type A [26].
In this paper, we establish an analogue of the above result when g is of type
D. The main difficulty for type D is that the description of crystal BpUqpu
´qq and
related combinatorics are more involved than in case of type A, B, C. To handle
with it, we use a recent work by Salisbury-Schultze-Tingley [31] on crystal structures
of Lusztig data of PBW basis [23].
We consider the crystal Bi0 of i0-Lusztig data, where i0 is a reduced expression
associated to a specific convex order on the set of positive roots of g. The subcrystal
BpUqpu
´qq of Bi0 consisting of Lusztig data on Φpu
´q has a nice combinatorial
realization, and naturally admits an affine crystal structure of type D
p1q
n isomorphic
to a limit of KR crystals Bn,s for s ě 1, where Bn,1 is the crystal of the spin
representation as a classical crystal of type Dn. We give an explicit description
of Bn,s Ă BpUqpu
´qq in terms of double paths on Φpu´q, which yields a polytope
realization of Bn,s (Theorem 4.3).
We then consider an analogue of RSK correspondence for type D due to Burge
[3]. We apply this map to BpUqpu
´qq, which sends a Lusztig datum on Φpu´q to a
semistandard tableau with columns of even length. As a main result of this paper, we
prove that it is an isomorphism of affine crystals of type D
p1q
n , where a suitable affine
crystal structure is defined on the side of tableaux (Theorem 4.6). Furthermore, we
present an interesting formula for the shape of a semistandard tableau corresponding
to a Lusztig datum on Φpu´q in terms of non-intersecting double paths on Φpu´q
(Theorem 4.9). This formula can be viewed as an analogue of Greene’s formula
for the shape of a tableau corresponding to a biword under RSK given in terms of
disjoint weakly decreasing subwords [7] (see also Remark 4.11).
We should remark that the formula of Berenstein-Zelevinsky [1] for the transition
matrix between string parametrization and Lusztig data plays a crucial role when we
characterize Bn,s in BpUqpu
´qq and derive the type D analogue of Greene’s result
in Burge’s correspondence. A key observation is that the notion of trail and its
combinatorics introduced in [1] recovers the Greene’s formula in type A, and can be
reformulated in terms of double paths in case of type D.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review necessary background
including crystals of Lusztig data and a work by Salisbury-Schultze-Tingley. In
Section 3, we describe in detail the crystal Bi0 and BpUqpu
´qq when g is of type
D. In Section 4, we state the main results in this paper, whose complete proofs are
given in Section 5.
2. Quantum groups and PBW crystals
2.1. Crystals. Let us give a brief review on crystals (see [8, 11, 13] for more details).
Let Z` denote the set of non-negative integers. Let g be the Kac-Moody algebra
associated to a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix A “ paijqi,jPI indexed by
a set I. Let P_ be the dual weight lattice, P “ HomZpP
_,Zq the weight lattice,
Π_ “ thi | i P I u Ă P
_ the set of simple coroots, and Π “ tαi | i P I u Ă P the set
of simple roots of g such that xαj , hiy “ aij for i, j P I. Let P
` be the set of integral
dominant weights.
For an indeterminate q, let Uqpgq be the quantized enveloping algebra of g gen-
erated by ei, fi, and q
h for i P I and h P P_ over Qpqq. A g-crystal (or simply a
crystal if there is no confusion on g) is a set B together with the maps wt : B Ñ P ,
εi, ϕi : B Ñ Z Y t´8u and rei, rfi : B Ñ B Y t0u for i P I satisfying certain axioms.
We denote by Bp8q the crystal associated to the negative part U´q pgq of Uqpgq. Let
˚ be the Qpqq-linear anti-automorphism of Uqpgq such that e
˚
i “ ei, f
˚
i “ fi, and
pqhq˚ “ q´h for i P I and h P P . Then ˚ induces a bijection on Bp8q. For i P I, we
define re˚i “ ˚˝rei ˝˚ and rf˚i “ ˚˝ rfi ˝˚ on Bp8q. For Λ P P`, we denote by BpΛq the
crystal associated to an irreducible highest weight Uqpgq-module V pΛq with highest
weight Λ. For µ P P , let Tµ “ ttµu be a crystal, where wtptµq “ µ, and ϕiptµq “ ´8
for all i P I.
A morphism ψ : B1 Ñ B2 is called an embedding if it is injective, and in this case
B1 called a subcrystal of B2. For crystals B1 and B2, the tensor product B1 bB2 is
defined to be B1 ˆB2 as a set with elements denoted by b1 b b2, where
wtpb1 b b2q “ wtpb1q ` wtpb2q,
εipb1 b b2q “ maxtεipb1q, εipb2q ´ xwtpb1q, hiyu,
ϕipb1 b b2q “ maxtϕipb1q ` xwtpb2q, hiy, ϕipb2qu,
e˜ipb1 b b2q “
#
e˜ib1 b b2 if ϕipb1q ě εipb2q,
b1 b e˜ib2 if ϕipb1q ă εipb2q,
f˜ipb1 b b2q “
#
f˜ib1 b b2 if ϕipb1q ą ǫipb2q,
b1 b f˜ib2 if ϕipb1q ď ǫipb2q,
for i P I. Here, we assume that 0b b2 “ b1 b 0 “ 0. Then B1 bB2 is a crystal.
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2.2. PBW crystals. Suppose that g is of finite type. Let us briefly recall a PBW
basis and the crystal of Lusztig data which is isomorphic to Bp8q (see [23, 24, 28]).
Let W be the Weyl group of g generated by the simple reflection si for i P I. Let w0
be the longest element in W of length N , and let Rpw0q “ t i “ pi1, . . . , iN q |w0 “
si1 . . . siN u be the set of reduced expressions of w0.
For i P Rpw0q,
(2.1) Φ` “ tβ1 :“ αi1 , β2 :“ si1pαi2q, . . . , βN :“ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ siN´1pαiN qu
is the set of positive roots of g. For i P I, let Ti be the Qpqq-algebra automorphism of
Uqpgq, which is given as T
2
i,1 in [25]. For 1 ď k ď N , put fβk :“ Ti1Ti2 ¨ ¨ ¨Tik´1pfikq,
and for c “ pcβ1 , . . . , cβN q P Z
N
` , let
bipcq “f
pcβ1q
β1
f
pcβ2q
β2
¨ ¨ ¨ f
pcβN q
βN
,(2.2)
where f
pcβk q
βk
is a divided power of fβk . Then the set Bi :“ t bipcq | c P Z
N
` u is a
Qpqq-basis of U´q pgq called a PBW basis.
Let A0 be the subring of Qpqq consisting of rational functions regular at q “ 0.
The A0-lattice Lp8q of U
´
q pgq generated by Bi is independent of the choice of i and
invariant under rei, rfi, and the induced crystal πpBiq under a canonical projection
π : Lp8q Ñ Lp8q{qLp8q is isomorphic to Bp8q. We identify Bi :“ Z
N
` with a
crystal πpBiq under the map c ÞÑ bipcq, and call c P Bi an i-Lusztig datum.
Let w P W be given with length r. One may assume that there exists i “
pi1, . . . , iN q P Rpw0q such that w “ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sir . The Qpqq-subspace of U
´
q pgq spanned
by bipcq for c P Bi with ck “ 0 for r ` 1 ď k ď N is the Qpqq-subalgebra of
U´q pgq generated by fβk for 1 ď k ď r. It is independent of the choice of the reduced
expression of w. We call this subalgebra the quantum nilpotent subalgebra associated
to w P W and denote it by U´q pwq (see for example, [17] and references therein).
2.3. Description of rfi. Suppose that g is of finite type. Let i P Rpw0q be given. For
β P Φ`, we denote by 1β the element in Bi where cβ “ 1 and cγ “ 0 for γ P Φ
`ztβu.
The Kashiwara operators rfi or rf˚i on Bi for i P I is not easy to describe in general
except rfic “ pc1 ` 1, c2, . . . , cN q “ c` 1αi , when β1 “ αi,rf˚i c “ pc1, . . . , cN´1, cN ` 1q “ c` 1αi , when βN “ αi,(2.3)
for c P Bi [25].
Let us review the results in [31], where it is shown that rfi can be described more
explicitly in terms of so-called signature rule under certain conditions on i with
respect to i. For simplicity, let us assume that g is simply laced.
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Let σ “ pσ1, σ2, . . . , σsq be a sequence with σu P t` , ´ , ¨ u. We replace a pair
pσu, σu1q “ p`,´q, where u ă u
1 and σu2 “ ¨ for u ă u
2 ă u1, with p ¨ , ¨ q, and
repeat this process as far as possible until we get a sequence with no ´ placed to
the right of `. We denote the resulting sequence by σred. For another sequence
τ “ pτ1, . . . , τtq, we denote by σ ¨ τ the concatenation of σ and τ .
Recall that a total order ă on Φ` is called convex if either γ ă γ1 ă γ2 or
γ2 ă γ1 ă γ whenever γ1 “ γ ` γ2 for γ, γ1, γ2 P Φ`. It is well-known that there
exists a one-to-one correspondence between Rpw0q and the set of convex orders on
Φ`, where the convex order ă associated to i “ pi1, . . . , iN q P Rpw0q is given by
(2.4) β1 ă β2 ă . . . ă βN ,
where βk is as in (2.1) [34].
There exists a reduced expression i1 obtained from i by a 3-term braid move
pik, ik`1, ik`2q Ñ pik`1, ik, ik`1q with ik “ ik`2 if and only if tβk, βk`1, βk`2 u forms
the positive roots of type A2, where the corresponding convex order ă
1 is given by
replacing βk ă βk`1 ă βk`2 with βk`2 ă
1 βk`1 ă
1 βk. Also there exists a reduced
expression i1 obtained from i by a 2-term braid move pik, ik`1q Ñ pik`1, ikq if and
only if βk and βk`1 are orthogonal, where the associated convex ordering ă
1 is given
by replacing βk ă βk`1 with βk`1 ă
1 βk.
Given i P I, suppose that i is simply braided for i P I, that is, if one can obtain
i1 “ pi11, . . . , i
1
N q P Rpw0q with i
1
1 “ i by applying a sequence of braid moves consisting
of either a 2-term move or 3-term braid move pγ, γ1, γ2q Ñ pγ2, γ1, γq with γ2 “ αi.
Suppose that
(2.5) Πs “ tγs, γ
1
s, γ
2
s u
is the triple of positive roots of type A2 with γ
1
s “ γs`γ
2
s and γ
2
s “ αi corresponding
to the s-th 3-term braid move for 1 ď s ď t.
For c P Bi, let
(2.6) σipcq “ p´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c
γ1
1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
cγ1
¨ ¨ ¨ ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c
γ1
t
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
cγt
q.
Then we have the following description of rfi on Bi [31, Theorem 4.6].
Theorem 2.1. Let i P Rpw0q and i P I. Suppose that i is simply braided for i. Let
c P Bi be given.
(1) If there exists ` in σipcq
red and the leftmost ` appears in cγs , thenrfic “ c´ 1γs ` 1γ1s .
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(2) If there exists no ` in σipcq
red, then
rfic “ c` 1αi .

3. Crystal of quantum nilpotent subalgebra
3.1. Crystal Bi0. From now on, we assume that g is of type Dn (n ě 4). We assume
that the weight lattice is P “
Àn
i“1 Zǫi, where t ǫi | 1 ď i ď n u is an orthonormal
basis with respect to a symmetric bilinear form p , q, and the Dynkin diagram is
© © ©
©
©
✟
✟
✟
❍
❍
❍
¨ ¨ ¨
α1 α2 αn´2
αn´1
αn
where αi “ ǫi ´ ǫi`1 for 1 ď i ď n ´ 1, and αn “ ǫn´1 ` ǫn. The set of positive
roots is Φ` “ t ǫi ˘ ǫj | 1 ď i ă j ď n u. Recall that W acts faithfully on P by
sipǫiq “ ǫi`1, sipǫkq “ ǫk for 1 ď i ď n ´ 1 and k ‰ i, i ` 1, and snpǫn´1q “ ´ǫn
and snpǫkq “ ǫk for k ‰ n ´ 1, n. The fundamental weights are ̟i “
ři
k“1 ǫk for
i “ 1, . . . , n´ 2, ̟n´1 “ pǫ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ǫn´1 ´ ǫnq{2 and ̟n “ pǫ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ǫn´1 ` ǫnq{2.
Put J “ Iztnu. Let l be the Levi subalgebra of g associated to tαi | i P J u of
type An´1. Then
Φ` “ Φ`pJq Y Φ`J ,
where Φ`J “ t ǫi ´ ǫj | 1 ď i ă j ď n u is the set of positive roots of l and Φ
`pJq “
t ǫi ` ǫj | 1 ď i ă j ď n u is the set of roots of the nilradical u of the parabolic
subalgebra of g associated to l.
Throughout this paper, we consider a specific i0 P Rpw0q, whose associated convex
order on Φ` is given by
ǫi ` ǫj ă ǫk ´ ǫl,
ǫi ` ǫj ă ǫk`ǫl ðñ pj ą lq or pj “ l, i ą kq,
ǫi ´ ǫj ă ǫk´ǫl ðñ pi ă kq or pi “ k, j ă lq,
(3.1)
for 1 ď i ă j ď n and 1 ď k ă l ď n. An explicit form of i0 is as follows. For
1 ď k ď n´ 1, put
ik “
$’’&’’%
pn, n´ 2, . . . , k ` 1, kq, if k is odd,
pn´ 1, n´ 2, . . . , k ` 1, kq, if k is even,
pnq, if n is even and k “ n´ 1,
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i1k “
$’’&’’%
pn´ 1, n´ 2, . . . , k ` 1, kq, if n is even and 1 ď k ď n´ 1,
pn, n´ 2, . . . , k ` 1, kq, if n is odd and 1 ď k ď n´ 2,
pnq, if n is odd and k “ n´ 1.
Let iJ “ i1 ¨ i2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ in´1 and iJ “ i
1
1 ¨ i
1
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ i
1
n´1. Then
(3.2) i0 “ i
J ¨ iJ ,
where i ¨ j denotes the concatenation of i P Ir and j P Is. We write i0 “ pi1, . . . , iN q,
where i1 “ n, and put i
J “ pi1, . . . , iM q, and iJ “ piM`1, . . . , iN q with N “ n
2 ´ n
and M “ N{2.
Example 3.1. We have
iJ “ p4, 2, 1, 3, 2, 4q, iJ “ p3, 2, 1, 3, 2, 3q, when n “ 4,
iJ “ p5, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 3, 4q, iJ “ p5, 3, 2, 1, 5, 3, 2, 5, 3, 5q, when n “ 5.
The associated convex order when n “ 4 is
ǫ3 ` ǫ4 ă ǫ2 ` ǫ4 ă ǫ1 ` ǫ4 ă ǫ2 ` ǫ3 ă ǫ1 ` ǫ3 ă ǫ1 ` ǫ2
ă ǫ1 ´ ǫ2 ă ǫ1 ´ ǫ3 ă ǫ1 ´ ǫ4 ă ǫ2 ´ ǫ3 ă ǫ2 ´ ǫ4 ă ǫ3 ´ ǫ4.
Throughout the paper, we set
B :“ Bi0 .
For c “ pcβq P B, we also write
cβk “
$&%cji, if βk “ ǫi ` ǫj for 1 ď i ă j ď n,cji, if βk “ ǫi ´ ǫj for 1 ď i ă j ď n.
Proposition 3.2. For i P Iztnu, there exists a reduced expression i P Rpw0q, which
is equal to i0 up to 2-term braid moves, such that
(1) i is simply braided for i,
(2) for c P Bi, σipcq (2.6) is given by
σipcq “σi,1pcq ¨ σi,2pcq ¨ σi,3pcq,
where
σi,1pcq “p´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c
n i
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c
n i`1
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c
n´1 i
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c
n´1 i`1
¨ ¨ ¨ ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c
i`2 i
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c
i`2 i
q,
σi,2pcq “p´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
ci i´1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
ci`1 i´1
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
ci i´2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
ci`1 i´2
¨ ¨ ¨ ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
ci 1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
ci`1 1
q,
σi,3pcq “p´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
ci`1 1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
ci 1
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
ci`1 2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
ci 2
¨ ¨ ¨ ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
ci`1 i´1
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
ci i´1
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
ci`1 i
q.
(3.3)
Here we assume that cab is zero when it is not defined.
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Proof. We assume that n is even since the proof for n odd is almost the same. We
fix i P Iztnu.
Step 1. We first observe that if the first letter n ´ 1 in i1i corresponds to ik in i0
for some k, then βk “ αi.
Step 2. Let ik “ n ´ 1 be as in Step 1. Suppose that i ‰ 1. Then we can apply
2-term move or 3-term braid move pγ, γ1, γ2q Ñ pγ2, γ1, γq with γ2 “ αi to i0 (indeed
to the subword i11 ¨ i
1
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
1
i´1 ¨ ik) to get i
p3q
0 “ pi1, . . . , iM , j, . . .q with j “ n´ i. We
can check that 3-term braid move occurs once in each i1s for s “ 1, . . . , i´ 1, and the
positive roots of the corresponding root system of type A2 is
(3.4) Πp3qs “ tǫs ´ ǫi, ǫs ´ ǫi`1, αiu
for s “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i´ 1. We assume that Π
p3q
s is empty when i “ 1.
Step 3. We consider the reduced word i
p3q
0 . Suppose that i ‰ 1 or j ‰ n. First,
we apply 2-moves only to ij ¨ ij`1 so that the last i´ 2 letters in ij and the first i´ 2
letters are shuffled by a permutation of length pi´ 2qpi ´ 1q{2 and hence appear in
an alternative way. We denote this subword by ij ¨ ij`1.
Then we apply 2-term move or 3-term braid move pγ, γ1, γ2q Ñ pγ2, γ1, γq with
γ2 “ αi to the subword ij ¨ ij`1 ¨ ij`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ in´1 ¨ j to obtain a word starting with j
2
where j2 is n (resp. n ´ 1) when j is odd (resp. even). We denote the resulting
whole word by i
p2q
0 .
Here we have i ´ 1 3-term braid moves only in ij ¨ ij`1 and the positive roots of
the corresponding root system of type A2 is
(3.5) Πp2qs “ tǫi`1 ` ǫs, ǫi ` ǫs, αiu
for 1 ď s ď i´ 1, and the order of occurrence of 3-term braid move is when s ranges
from 1 to i´ 1. If i “ 1, then we assume that Π
p2q
s is empty, and i
p2q
0 “ i
p3q
0 .
Step 4. Finally, we apply 2-term move or 3-term braid move pγ, γ1, γ2q Ñ pγ2, γ1, γq
with γ2 “ αi to the subword i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ij ¨ j
2 of i
p2q
0 to obtain a word starting with i,
and denote the resulting whole word by i
p1q
0 . In this case, 3-term braid move occurs
once in each is for s “ 1, . . . , j ´ 1, and the positive roots of the corresponding root
system of type A2 is
(3.6) Πp1qs “ tǫn´s`1 ` ǫi`1, ǫn´s`1 ` ǫi, αiu
for s “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , j ´ 1.
By the above steps, we conclude that i
p1q
0 P Rpw0q is obtained from i0 by applying
2-term move or 3-term braid move pγ, γ1, γ2q Ñ pγ2, γ1, γq with γ2 “ αi. We define
i :“ i
J
¨ iJ ,
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where i
J
“ i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ij ¨ ij`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ in´1 (cf. (3.2)) and ij ¨ ij`1 is obtained from ij ¨ ij`1 in
Step 3. By Step 1–Step 4, the reduced expression i is simply braided for i. It follows
from Theorem 2.1 that the sequence σipcq in (2.6) for c P Bi is given by (3.3), where
the positive roots of the root systems of type A2 associated to σi,jpcq are given by
Π
pjq
s for j “ 1, 2, 3 in (3.6), (3.5), and (3.4). 
Remark 3.3. For i P Iztnu, the crystal operator rfi on B may be understood by
B
Ri
i0
// Bi
rfi
// Bi
R
i0
i
// B ,
where Rii0 (resp. R
i0
i
) is the transition map from B to Bi (resp. from Bi to B) (cf.
[23]). The map Rii0 corresponds to the 2-term braid moves from ij ¨ ij`1 to ij ¨ ij`1
(see Step 3 in the proof of Proposition 3.2), which is simply given by exchanging the
multiplicities related to them, and the map Ri0i is the inverse of it. Therefore, the
crystal operator rfi on B can be described in the same way as in Theorem 2.1 with
σipcq in Proposition 3.2.
Example 3.4. Let us illustrate σipcq for c P B when n “ 5 and i “ 3. Consider
i0 “ i
J ¨ iJ “ pi1, . . . , i20q (see Example 3.1). Note that i18 “ 5 is the first letter in
i13, and β18 “ α3.
For convenience, letù (resp. ÝÑ) mean the 3-term (resp. 2-term) braid move.
Then
iJ “ p5, 3, 2, 1, 5, 3, 2,5, 3, 5q ÝÑ p5, 3, 2, 1, 5, 3,5, 2, 3, 5q
ù p5, 3, 2, 1,3, 5, 3, 2, 3, 5q ¨ ¨ ¨ Π
p3q
2
ÝÑ p5, 3, 2,3, 1, 5, 3, 2, 3, 5q
ù p5,2, 3, 2, 1, 5, 3, 2, 3, 5q ¨ ¨ ¨ Π
p3q
1
ÝÑ p2, 5, 3, 2, 1, 5, 3, 2, 3, 5q,
where Π
p3q
2 “ tǫ2 ´ ǫ3, ǫ2 ´ ǫ4, α3u and Π
p3q
1 “ tǫ1 ´ ǫ3, ǫ1 ´ ǫ4, α3u. Here the bold
letter denotes the one corresponding to α3 in the associated convex order on Φ
`.
Next, we have i2 ¨ i3 “ p4, 3,2,5, 3q ÝÑ i2 ¨ i3 “ p4, 3,5,2, 3q, and hence
i2 ¨ i3 ¨ 2 “ p4, 3, 5, 2, 3,2q ù p4, 3, 5,3, 2, 3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Π
p2q
2
ù p4,5, 3, 5, 2, 3q ¨ ¨ ¨ Π
p2q
1
ÝÑ p5, 4, 3, 5, 2, 3q,
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where Π
p2q
2 “ tǫ1 ` ǫ4, ǫ1 ` ǫ3, α3u and Π
p2q
1 “ tǫ2 ` ǫ4, ǫ2 ` ǫ3, α3u. Finally,
i1 ¨ 5 “ p5, 3, 2, 1,5q ÝÑ p5, 3, 2,5, 1q
ÝÑ p5, 3,5, 2, 1q
ù p3, 5, 3, 2, 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ Π
p1q
1 ,
where Π
p3q
1 “ tǫ4 ` ǫ5, ǫ3 ` ǫ5, α3u. Thus i0 is simply braided for i “ 3, and
σ3,1pcq “ p´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c53
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c54
q,
σ3,2pcq “ p´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c
32
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c
42
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c
31
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c
41
q,
σ3,3pcq “ p´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c41
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c31
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c42
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c32
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c43
q,
for c P B.
Set
BJ “
 
c “ pcβq P B
ˇˇ
cβ “ 0 unless β P Φ
`pJq
(
,
BJ “
 
c “ pcβq P B
ˇˇ
cβ “ 0 unless β P ΦJ
(
.
(3.7)
which we regard them as subcrystals of B, where we assume that renc “ rfnc “ 0 with
εnpcq “ ϕnpcq “ ´8 for c P BJ . The subscrystal B
J is the crystal of the quantum
nilpotent subalgebra U´q pw
J q, where wJ “ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ siM with i
J “ pi1, . . . , iM q, which
can be viewed as a q-deformation of Upu´q.
Corollary 3.5.
(1) The crystal BJ is isomorphic to the crystal of U
´
q plq as an l-crystal.
(2) The map
B // BJ bBJ
c
✤ // cJ b cJ
is an isomorphism of g-crystals.
Proof. (1) It follows directly from comparing the crystal structure of U´q plq given
in [29, Section 4.1] (see also [20, Section 4.2]).
(2) It follows from Theorem 2.1, Proposition 3.2, and the tensor product rule of
crystals. 
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3.2. Crystal BJ of quantum nilpotent subalgebra. Let us consider the sub-
crystal BJ in more details. Let ∆n be the arrangements of dots in the plane to
represent the pn ´ 1q-th triangular number. We often identify ∆n with Φ
`pJq in
such a way that ǫk`1` ǫl`1, ǫk`1` ǫl and ǫk ` ǫl for 1 ď k, l ď n´ 1 are the vertices
of a triangle of minimal shape in ∆n as follows:
(3.8)
ǫk`ǫl`1
‚
ǫk`1`ǫl`1
‚
ǫk`ǫl
‚
We also identify c P BJ with an array of cβ’s in c with cβ at the corresponding dot
in ∆n.
Example 3.6. For n “ 5 and c P BJ , we have
ǫ1`ǫ5
‚
∆5 “
ǫ2`ǫ5
‚
ǫ1`ǫ4
‚
ǫ3`ǫ5
‚
ǫ2`ǫ4
‚
ǫ1`ǫ3
‚
ǫ4`ǫ5
‚
ǫ3`ǫ4
‚
ǫ2`ǫ3
‚
ǫ1`ǫ2
‚
c51
c “ c52 c41
c53 c42 c31
c54 c43 c32 c21
Lemma 3.7. We have BJ “ t c | ε˚i pcq “ 0 pi P Jq u.
Proof. It follows from [23, Section 2.1] and (2.3). 
For s ě 1, let
(3.9) BJ,s :“ t c P BJ | ε˚npcq ď s u,
which is a subcrystal of BJ . By Lemma 3.7 and [13, Proposition 8.2] (cf. [12]), we
have
(3.10) Bps̟nq – B
J,s b Ts̟n ,
ď
sě1
BJ,s “ BJ ,
as g-crystals.
By (3.10), BJ is a regular l-crystal, that is, any connected component with respect
to rei and rfi for i P J is isomorphic to the crystal of an integrable highest weight
Uqplq-module, say BJpλq for some λ “
řn
i“1 λiǫi P P with xλ, hiy ě 0 for i P J .
Example 3.8. By Proposition 3.2, one can easily describe rei and rfi for i P J based
on tensor product rule. When n “ 5 and i “ 3, we have for c P BJ ,
σ3pcq “ p´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c53
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c54
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c32
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c42
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´loomoon
c31
` ¨ ¨ ¨ `loomoon
c41
q,
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(see Example 3.4) and the multiplicities cab involved in σ3pcq are indicated below in
∆5
‚
‚ c41
c53 c42 c31
c54 ‚ c32 ‚
Proposition 3.2 enables us to decompose BJ into l-crystals directly as follows, and
hence the decomposition of Uqpw
J q into irreducible Uqplq-modules.
Proposition 3.9. As an l-crystal, we have
BJ –
ğ
λ
BJpλq,
where the union is over λ “
řn
i“1 λiǫi P P such that 0 ě λ1 “ λ2 ě λ3 “ λ4 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Proof. It is enough to characterize the highest weight elements in BJ as an l-crystal.
We claim that c “ pcjiq P B
J is an l-highest weight element if and only if
(3.11) cnn´1 ě cn´2n´3 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ , cji “ 0 elsewhere.
It is immediate from Proposition 3.2 that if c satisfies (3.11), then reic “ 0 for
i P Iztnu. Conversely, suppose that c “ pcjiq P B
J is an l-highest weight element.
If cji ‰ 0 for some pi, jq R t pn´ 1, nq, pn´ 3, n´ 2q, . . . u, then choose cji ‰ 0 whose
corresponding root ǫi`ǫj is minimal with respect to (3.1). If j´ i ą 1, then reic ‰ 0,
and if j ´ i “ 1, then rejc ‰ 0. This is a contradiction. Next, if ci`2 i`1 ă cii´1 for
some i ě 2, then we have reic ‰ 0, which is also a contradiction. Hence c satisfies
(3.11). 
3.3. Combinatorial description of ε˚n. Let us give an explicit combinatorial de-
scription of ε˚n on B
J .
Definition 3.10. A path in ∆n is a sequence p “ pγ1, . . . , γsq in Φ
`pJq for some
s ě 1 such that
(1) γ1, . . . , γs P Φ
`pJq,
(2) if γi “ ǫk ` ǫl`1 for some k ă l, then γi`1 “ ǫk`1` ǫl`1 or ǫk ` ǫl (see (3.8)),
(3) γs “ ǫk ` ǫk`1 for some k.
For β P Φ`pJq, a double path at β in ∆n is a pair of paths p “ pp1, p2q in ∆n of the
same length with p1 “ pγ1, . . . , γsq and p2 “ pδ1, . . . , δsq such that
(1) γ1 “ δ1 “ β,
(2) γi is located to the strictly left of δi for 2 ď i ď s,
(3) γs “ ǫk`1 ` ǫk`2, δs “ ǫk ` ǫk`1 for some k ě 1.
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Example 3.11. For a double path p “ pp1, p2q at β, if we draw an arrow from γi to
γi`1 in p1 and from δi to δi`1 in p2, then p1 and p2 form a pair of non-intersecting
paths starting from β going downward to the bottom row in ∆n with p1 on the left,
and p2 on the right. The following is the list of double paths p at ǫ1 ` ǫ5 in ∆5.
‚
   
❃
‚
  
‚
  
‚
  
‚
  
‚
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
‚
   
❃
‚
  
‚
  
‚

❃
‚

❃
‚
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
‚
   
❃
‚
  
‚

❃
‚

❃
‚ ‚
  
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
‚
   
❃
‚

❃
‚

❃
‚ ‚
  
‚
  
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
‚
   
❃
‚

❃
‚

❃
‚ ‚

❃
‚

❃
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
For c P BJ and a double path p, let
(3.12) ||c||p “
ÿ
β lying on p
cβ.
Theorem 3.12. For c P BJ ,
ε˚npcq “ maxt ||c||p |p is a double path in ∆n u.
Proof. We give the proof of this formula in Section 5.2. 
Remark 3.13. Let θ “ ǫ1 ` ǫn be the longest root in Φ
`. Since θ is located at the
top of ∆n, the formula in Theorem 3.12 is equivalent to
ε˚npcq “ maxt ||c||p |p is a double path at θ in ∆n u.
4. Affine crystal structure and Burge correspondence
4.1. KR crystals Bn,s. Let gˆ be an affine Kac-Moody algebra of type D
p1q
n with
Iˆ “ t 0, 1, . . . , n u the index set for the simple roots.
©
©
© ©
©
©
✟
✟
✟
❍
❍
❍
✟
✟
✟
❍
❍
❍
¨ ¨ ¨
α0
α1
α2 αn´2
αn´1
αn
For r P t0, nu, let gˆr be the subalgebra of gˆ corresponding to tαi | i P Iˆztru u. Then
gˆ0 “ g, and gˆ0 X gˆn “ l. Let Pˆ “
À
iPIˆ ZΛi ‘ Zδ be the weight lattice of gˆ, where
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δ is the positive imaginary null root and Λi is the i-th fundamental weight (see
[10]). We regard P “
Àn
i“1 Zǫi as a sublattice of Pˆ {Zδ by putting ǫ1 “ Λ1 ´ Λ0,
ǫ2 “ Λ2´Λ1´Λ0, ǫk “ Λk´Λk´1 for k “ 3, . . . , n´2, ǫn´1 “ Λn´1`Λn´Λn´2 and
ǫn “ Λn´Λn´1. In particular, we have α0 “ ´ǫ1´ǫ2 in P . If̟
1
i are the fundamental
weights for gˆn for i P Iˆztnu, then ̟
1
i “ ̟i for i P Iˆzt0, nu and ̟
1
0 “ ´̟n.
For c P BJ , define
re0c “ c` 1ǫ1`ǫ2 , rf0c “
$&%c´ 1ǫ1`ǫ2 , if cǫ1`ǫ2 ą 0,0, otherwise,
ϕ0pcq “ maxt k | rfk0 c ‰ 0 u, ε0pcq “ ϕ0pcq ´ xwtpcq, h0y.
(4.1)
Lemma 4.1. The set BJ is a gˆ-crystal with respect to wt, εi, ϕi, rei, rfi for i P Iˆ,
where wt is the restriction of wt : B ÝÑ P to BJ .
Proof. It follows directly from (4.1). 
Remark 4.2. The inclusions BJ,s ãÑ BJ,t ãÑ BJ for s ď t are embeddings ofpg-crystals (cf. (3.10)), and hence BJ is a direct limit of  BJ,s | s P Z`(.
Theorem 4.3. For s ě 1, BJ,s b Ts̟n is a regular gˆ-crystal and
BJ,s b Ts̟n – B
n,s,
where Bn,s is the Kirillov-Reshetikhin crystal of type D
p1q
n associated to s̟n.
Proof. By (3.10), BJ,s b Ts̟n is a regular gˆ0-crystal. By Proposition 3.2, we see
that the gˆn-crystal B
J,sbTs̟n is isomorphic to the dual of the gˆ0-crystal B
J,sbTs̟n
assuming that gˆn – gˆ0 under the correspondence αi Ø ´αn´i for 0 ď i ď n ´ 1.
This implies that BJ,s b Ts̟n is a regular gˆn-crystal, and hence a regular gˆ-crystal.
It is known that Bn,s is classically irreducible, that is, Bn,s – Bps̟nq as a gˆ0-crystal
(see [4]). Therefore, it follows from [32, Lemma 2.6] that BJ,s b Ts̟n – B
n,s. 
Remark 4.4. By Theorem 3.12, we have
BJ,s “
č
p
 
c P BJ | ||c||p ď s
(
,
where p runs over the double paths in ∆n. This gives a polytope realization of the
KR crystal Bn,s. By [5], tBJ,su is a family of perfect KR crystals. It is conjectured
that tBn,su has the limit in the sense of [16], that is, tBn,su is a coherent family.
4.2. Burge correspondence. Let us recall some necessary notions following [6].
Let P be the set of partitions λ “ pλiqiě1, which are often identified with Young
diagrams. Let λ1 “ pλ1iqiě1 be the conjugate of λ, and let λ
π be the skew Young
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diagram obtained by 180˝-rotation of λ. Let ℓpλq denote the length of λ, and let
Pn “ tλ | ℓpλq ď n u.
Let rns :“ tn ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1 u be a linearly ordered set. LetW be the set of finite words
in rns. For a skew Young diagram λ{µ, let SSTnpλ{µq or simply SST pλ{µq denote
the set of semistandard tableaux of shape λ{µ with entries in rns. For T P SST pλ{µq,
let wpT q be a word in W obtained by reading the entries of T row by row from top
to bottom, and from right to left in each row, and let shpT q denote the shape of T .
Let T
Ô
be the unique semistandard tableau such that shpT
Ô
q P P and wpT
Ô
q is
Knuth equivalent to wpT q. We define T
Œ
in a similar way such that shpT
Œ
q P Pπ.
Note that if shpT
Ô
q “ ν, then shpT
Œ
q “ νπ.
For a P rns and U P SST pλq with λ P Pn, let aÑ U be the tableau obtained by
applying the Schensted’s column insertion of a into U . Similarly, for V P SST pλπq
and b P rns, let V Ð b be the tableau obtained by applying the Schensted’s column
insertion of b into V in a reverse way starting from the rightmost column. For
w “ w1 . . . wr P W, we define P pwq “ pwr Ñ p¨ ¨ ¨ pw2 Ñ w1q ¨ ¨ ¨ qq. Note that
P pwq
Œ
“ ppwr Ð wr´1q Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð w1q.
The goal in the remaining of this section is to give an explicit isomorphism in
Proposition 3.9, and extend it as an isomorphism of D
p1q
n -crystals.
Let us first recall a variation of RSK correspondence for type D [3]. Set
T
Œ
:“
ğ
λPPn
λ1:even
SST pλπq, T
Ô
:“
ğ
λPPn
λ1:even
SST pλq,
(4.2)
where we say that λ1 is even if each part of λ1 is even Let Ω be the set of biwords
pa,bq PWˆW such that
(1) a “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ar and b “ b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ br for some r ě 0,
(2) ai ă bi for 1 ď i ď r,
(3) pa1, b1q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď par, brq,
where pa, bq ă pc, dq if and only if pa ă cq or (a “ c and b ą d) for pa, bq, pc, dq P
W ˆW. We denote by cpa,bq the unique element in BJ corresponding to pa,bq
such that cab “ |t k | pak, bkq “ pa, bq u|.
For pa,bq P Ω with a “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ar and b “ b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ br, we define a sequence of tableaux
Pr, Pr´1, . . . , P1 inductively as follows:
(1) let P1 be a vertical domino
ar
br
,
(2) if Pk`1 is given for 1 ď k ď r´ 1, then define Pk to be the tableau obtained
by first applying the column insertion to get Pk`1 Ð bk, and then adding ak
at the conner of Pk`1 Ð bk located above the box shpPk`1 Ð bkq{shpPk`1q.
We put P
Œ
pa,bq :“ P1. It is not difficult to see from the definition that P
Œ
pa,bq P
SST pλπq for some λ P P such that λ1 is even.
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For c P BJ , let P
Œ
pcq “ P
Œ
pa,bq where c “ cpa,bq. Since the map pa,bq ÞÑ
P
Œ
pa,bq is a bijection from Ω to T
Œ
[3], we have a bijection
(4.3) κ
Œ
: BJ // T
Œ
c
✤ // P
Œ
pcq
.
Similarly, let Ω1 be the set of biwords pa,bq PWˆW satisfying the same conditions
as in Ω except that ă is replaced by ă1, where pa, bq ă1 pc, dq if and only if pb ă dq
or (b “ d and a ă c) for pa, bq and pc, dq P W ˆW. We define c1pa,bq in the same
way as in cpa,bq. Given pa,bq P Ω1 with a “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ar and b “ b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ br, define a
sequence of tableaux P1, P2, . . . , Pr inductively as follows:
(1) let P1 be a vertical domino
a1
b1
,
(2) if Pk´1 is given for 2 ď k ď r, then define Pk to be the tableau obtained by
first applying the column insertion to get ak Ñ Pk´1, and then adding bk
at the conner of ak Ñ Pk´1 located below the box shpak Ñ Pk´1q{shpPk´1q,
and put P
Ô
pa,bq :“ Pr. For c P B
J , let P
Ô
pcq “ P
Ô
pa,bq where c “ c1pa,bq.
Then we also have a bijection
(4.4) κ
Ô
: BJ // T
Ô
c
✤ // P
Ô
pcq
.
Example 4.5. Suppose that n “ 5. Let c P BJ be given by
2
1 0
1 2 1
2 1 0 1
(see Example 3.6), where c “ cpa,bq for pa,bq P Ω with
ˆ
a
b
˙
“
˜
5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 2
1 1 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 1 1
¸
.
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The following is the sequence of tableaux Pr, Pr´1, . . . , P1 “: P
Œ
pa,bq given in the
definition of κ
Œ
(4.3):
2
1
3
1
ÝÑ 3 2
1 1
4
3
ÝÑ
4
3
3 2
1 1
4
2
ÝÑ
4
3
4 2 2
3 1 1
4
2
ÝÑ
4
3
4 4 2 2
3 2 1 1
5
4
ÝÑ
5 4
4 3
4 4 2 2
3 2 1 1
5
4
ÝÑ
5 4
4 3
5 4 4 2 2
4 3 2 1 1
5
3
ÝÑ
5 4
3 3
5 5 4 4 2 2
4 4 3 2 1 1
5
2
ÝÑ
5 4
3 3
5 5 5 4 4 2 2
4 4 3 2 2 1 1
5
1
ÝÑ
5 4
3 3
5 5 5 5 4 4 2 2
4 4 3 2 2 1 1 1
5
1
ÝÑ
5 4
3 3
5 5 5 5 5 4 4 2 2
4 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1
Here we use the notation T
j
i
Ñ T 1 when T “ Pk`1, T
1 “ Pk and pak, bkq “ pj, iq.
Hence, we have
κ
Œ
pcq “
5 4
3 3
5 5 5 5 5 4 4 2 2
4 4 3 2 2 1 1 1 1looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
7 of columns “ 9
On the other hand, we have by Theorem 3.12 ε˚4pcq “ 9 since the following double
path p
2
✝ ✽
1
✝
0
✝
1
✝
2
✝
1
2 1 0 1
takes the maximum value of ||c||p, which is equal to the number of columns of κ
Œ
pcq.
4.3. Isomorphism of affine crystals. We regard rns “ tn ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 1 u as the
crystal of dual natural representation of l with wtpkq “ ´ǫk. Then W is a regular
l-crystal, where w “ w1 . . . wr is identified with w1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bwr. For λ P Pn, SST pλq
is a regular l-crystal with lowest weight ´
řn
i“1 λiǫi, where T is identified with wpT q
[15]. In particular T
Œ
and T
Ô
are regular l-crystals.
Let us recall the gˆ0-crystal structure on T
Œ
[19, Section 5.2]. Let T P T
Œ
be
given. For k ě 1, let tk be the entry in the top of the k-th column of T (enumerated
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from the right). Consider σ “ pσ1, σ2, . . .q, where
σk “
$’’&’’%
` , if tk ą n´ 1 or the k-th column is empty,
´ , if the k-th column has both n´ 1 and n as its entries,
¨ , otherwise.
Then renT is obtained from T by removing nn´1 in the column corresponding to the
right-most ´ in σred (see Section 2.3 for σred). If there is no such ´ sign, then we
define renT “ 0, and rfnT is obtained from T by adding nn´1 column corresponding
to the left-most ` in σred. Hence T
Œ
is a gˆ0-crystal with respect to wt, εi, ϕi, rei, rfi
pi P Iˆzt0uq, where εnpT q “ maxt k | reknT ‰ 0 u and ϕnpT q “ εnpT q ` xwtpT q, hny.
Similarly, we have a gˆn-crystal structure on T
Ô
[19, Section 5.2]. Let T P T
Ô
be given. For k ě 1, let tk be the entry in the bottom of the k-th column of T
(enumerated from the left). Consider σ “ p. . . , σ2, σ1q, where
σk “
$’’&’’%
´ , if tk ă 2 or the k-th column is empty,
` , if the k-th column has both 1 and 2 as its entries,
¨ , otherwise.
Then re0T is given by adding 21 to the bottom of the column corresponding to the
right-most ´ in σred, and rf0T is obtained from T by removing 21 in the column
corresponding to the left-most ` in σred. If there is no such ` sign, then we definerf0T “ 0. Hence TÔ is a gˆn-crystal with respect to wt, εi, ϕi, rei, rfi pi P Iˆztnuq,
where ϕ0pT q “ maxt k | rfk0 T ‰ 0 u and ε0pT q “ ϕ0pT q ´ xwtpT q, h0y.
Theorem 4.6. The bijection κ
Œ
in (4.3) is an isomorphism of gˆ0-crystals, and the
bijection κ
Ô
in (4.4) is an isomorphism of gˆn-crystals.
Proof. The proof of (1) is given in Section 5.4. The proof of (2) is similar to (1). 
For a semistandard tableau T of skew shape, let rT s denote the equivalence class
of T with respect to Knuth equivalence. If we define
rxirT s “
$’’&’’%
rrx0TÔs, if i “ 0,
rrxnTŒs, if i “ n,
rrxiT s, otherwise,
for i P Iˆ and x “ e, f (we assume that r0s “ 0), then the set
(4.5) T “ t rT s |T P T
Œ
u “ t rT s |T P T
Ô
u
is a gˆ-crystal with respect to rei, rfi pi P Iq, where wt, εi, and ϕi are well-defined on
rT s [19, Section 5.3]. Therefore,
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Corollary 4.7. The map
κ : BJ // T
c
✤ // rP
Ô
pcqs “ rP
Œ
pcqs
,
is an isomorphism of gˆ-crystals.
For s ě 1, let Ts “ t rT s | ℓpshpT q1q ď s u Ă T. It is shown in [19, Theorem 5.4]
that Ts b Ts̟n – B
n,s. Therefore,
Corollary 4.8. The map κ when restricted to BJ,s gives an isomorphism of gˆ-
crystals
κ : BJ,s // Ts .
4.4. Shape formula. For c P BJ , let
(4.6) λpcq “ pλ1pcq ě . . . ě λℓpcqq
be the partition corresponding to the regular l-subcrystal of BJ including c, that
is, λpcq “ shpκ
Ô
pcqq by Theorem 4.6. Note that ℓ “ 2rn
2
s and λ2i´1pcq “ λ2ipcq for
1 ď i ď rn
2
s. We have by Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 4.8
(4.7) λ1pcq “ maxt ||c||p |p is a double path at θ u,
We can further characterize the whole partition λpcq in terms of double paths on
∆n generalizing (4.7) as follows.
Theorem 4.9. For c P BJ and 1 ď l ď rn
2
s, we have
λ1pcq ` λ3pcq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λ2l´1pcq “ max
p1,...,pl
t ||c||p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ||c||pl u,
where p1, . . . ,pl are mutually non-intersecting double paths in ∆n and each pi starts
at the p2i´ 1q-th row of ∆n for 1 ď i ď l.
Proof. The proof is given in Section 5.3. 
Example 4.10. Let n “ 6 and let c P BJ be given by
1
2 3
2 1 1
1 3 2 1
2 3 2 0 3
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Then we have
κ
Œ
pcq “
6 6
5 5
6 6 5 4 4 4
5 3 3 3 3 3
6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
where λpcq “ p19, 19, 6, 6, 2, 2q.
On the other hand, the double path p at ǫ1 ` ǫ6 given by
1
☎☎ ✿
✿
2
☎☎
3

✿✿
2

✿✿
1 1
☎☎
1 3
☎☎
2
☎☎
1
2 3 2 0 3
has maximal value ||c||p “ 19, and the pair of double paths p1 (in blue) and p2 (in
red) at ǫ1 ` ǫ6 and ǫ3 ` ǫ6, respectively, given by
1
☎☎ ✿
✿
2

✿✿
3

✿✿
2
☎☎ ✿
✿ 1

✿✿
1

✿✿
1

✿✿
3

✿✿
2

✿✿
1

✿✿
2 3 2 0 3
has maximal value ||c||p1 ` ||c||p2 “ 25. By Theorem 4.9, we have
λ1pcq “ 19, λ1pcq ` λ3pcq “ 25, λ1pcq ` λ3pcq ` λ5pcq “ 27,
which implies λ3pcq “ 6, λ5pcq “ 2, and hence λpcq “ p19, 19, 6, 6, 2, 2q.
Remark 4.11. Suppose that g is of type An and l is of type ArˆAs with r`s “ n´1.
The associated crystal BpUqpu
´qq can be realized as the set of pr ` 1q ˆ ps ` 1q
non-negative integral matrices (see [20, Section 4.3]). For M P BpUqpu
´qq, let
λ “ pλ1, λ2, . . .q be the shape of the tableaux corresponding to M under RSK. It is
a well-known result due to Greene [7] (cf. [6]) that λ1`¨ ¨ ¨`λl is a maximal sum of
entries in M lying on mutually non-intersecting l lattice paths on pr ` 1q ˆ ps ` 1q
array of points from northeast to southwest. A similar result when g is of type B,
C is obtained by folding crystals of type A with r “ s. Hence, Theorem 4.9 is a
non-trivial generalization of [7] to the case of type D. We can also recover the result
in [7] by using the same argument as in Section 5.3.
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Remark 4.12. There is another reduced expression i P Rpw0q which gives a nice
combinatorial description of Bi [30]. But we do not know whether we may obtain
results similar to the ones in this paper using this reduced expression.
5. Proofs of Main Theorems
5.1. Formula of Berenstein-Zelevinsky. Let us recall results on combinatorial
formula for string parametrization of Bp8q [1], which play a crucial role in proving
Theorems 3.12 and 4.9.
Let g be a symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebra. We keep the notations in Section
2. For i P I, let Bi “ t pxqi |x P Z u be the abstract crystal given by wtppxqiq “ xαi,
εippxqiq “ ´x, ϕippxqiq “ x, εjppxqiq “ ´8, ϕjppxqiq “ ´8 for j ‰ i and e˜ipxqi “
px ` 1qi, f˜ipxqi “ px ´ 1qi, e˜jpxqi “ f˜jpxqi “ 0 for j ‰ i. It is well-known that for
any i P I, there is a unique embedding of crystals [12]
Ψi : Bp8q ãÑ Bp8q bBi
sending b8 ÞÑ b8 b p0qi, where b8 is the highest weight element in Bp8q. This
embedding satisfies that for b P Bp8q, Ψipbq “ b
1 b p´aqi, where a “ εipb
˚q and
b1 “ pe˜ai pb
˚qq˚. Given b P Bp8q and a sequence of indices i “ pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ilq in I,
consider the sequence bk P Bp8q and ak P Z` for 1 ď k ď l ´ 1 defined inductively
by
b0 “ b, Ψikpbk´1q “ bk b p´akqik .
The sequence tipbq “ pal, ¨ ¨ ¨ , a1q is called the string of b in direction i. By construc-
tion, it can be reformulated by
(5.1) ak “ εikpe˜
ak´1
ik´1
¨ ¨ ¨ e˜a1i1 b
˚q,
for 2 ď k ď l, where a1 “ εi1pb
˚q.
Suppose that g is of finite type. Let V be a finite-dimensional g-module and Vλ
denote the weight space of V for λ P wtpV q, where wtpV q is the set of weights of V .
For λ, µ P wtpV q, an i-trail from λ to µ in V is a sequence of weights π “ pλ “
ν0, ν1, . . . , νl “ µq in wtpV q such that
(1) for 1 ď k ď l, νk´1 ´ νk “ dkpπqαik for some dkpπq P Z`,
(2) e
d1pπq
i1
¨ ¨ ¨ e
dlpπq
il
is a non-zero linear map from Vµ to Vλ.
When V is a module with a minuscule highest weight, then the condition (1) implies
(2). Furthermore, if B is a crystal of V , then we have red1pπqi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ redlpπqil Bµ “ Bλ orrfdlpπqil ¨ ¨ ¨ rfd1pπqi1 Bλ “ Bµ.
Let i “ pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iN q P Rpw0q given. Let i
˚ :“ pi˚1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , i
˚
N q and i
op :“ piN , ¨ ¨ ¨ , i1q,
where i ÞÑ i˚ is the involution on I given by w0pαiq “ ´αi˚ . For c P Bi, we have by
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[1, Proposition 3.3]
(5.2) bipcq
˚ “ bi˚oppc
opq,
where cop “ pcopk q is given by c
op
k “ cN´k for c “ pckq.
Theorem 5.1 ([1], Theorem 3.7). For i, i1 P Rpw0q and c P Bi, let t “ tipbi1pcq
˚q.
Then t “ ptkq and c “ pcmq are related as follows : for any k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N
(5.3) tk “ min
π1
#
Nÿ
m“1
dmpπ1qcm
+
´min
π2
#
Nÿ
m“1
dmpπ2qcm
+
,
where π1 (resp. π2) runs over i
1-trails from si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sik´1̟ik (resp. from si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sik̟ik)
to w0̟ik in the fundamental representation V p̟ikq.
Remark 5.2. The string parametrization of b P Bp8q given by (5.1) is the string
parametrization of b˚ in [2] (see also [27, Remark in Section 2]).
5.2. Proof of Theorem 3.12. From now on we assume that g is of type Dn pn ě
4q and let i0 “ pi1, . . . , iN q P Rpw0q given in (3.2) with i
J “ pi1, . . . , iM q and
iJ “ piM`1, . . . , iN q. We have n
˚ “ n ´ 1 (resp. pn ´ 1q˚ “ n) when n is odd, and
i˚ “ i otherwise. Put
(5.4) j0 “ pj1, . . . , jN q :“ i
˚op
0 “ pi
˚
N , . . . , i
˚
1q.
Recall that the crystal Bp̟nq of V p̟nq can be realized as
Bp̟nq “ t τ “ pτ1, . . . , τnq | τk “ ˘ p1 ď k ď nq u,
where wtpτq “ 1
2
řn
k“1 τkǫk and
p. . . . . . , `,`lomon
τn´1,τn
q
rfn
ÝÑ p. . . . . . ,´,´q, p. . . , `,´lomon
τi,τi`1
, . . .q
rfiÝÑ p. . . ,´,`, . . .q,(5.5)
p1 ď i ď n´1q with the highest weight element p`, . . . ,`q [15]. Since the spin repre-
sentation V p̟nq is minuscule, any i0-trail π “ pν0, . . . , νN q in V p̟nq can be identi-
fied with a sequence b0, . . . , bN in Bp̟nq such that wtpbkq “ νk and rfdkpπqik bk´1 “ bk
with dkpπq “ 0, 1 for 1 ď k ď N .
Lemma 5.3. There exists a unique pi˚N , . . . , i
˚
M`1q “ pj1, . . . , jM q-trail from ̟n ´
αn “ wtp`, . . . ,`,´,´q to ̟n ` α0 “ wtp´,´,` . . . ,`q. We denote this trail by
prν0, . . . , rνM q.
Proof. Considering the crystal structure on Bp̟nq (5.5), we see that up to 2-term
braid move pj11, j
1
2, . . . , j
1
2n´4q “ pn ´ 2, n ´ 1, n ´ 3, n ´ 2, . . . , 1, 2q is the unique
sequence of indices in I such thatrfj12n´4 ¨ ¨ ¨ rfj12 rfj11p`, . . . ,`,´,´q “ p´,´,` . . . ,`q.
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On the other hand, there exists a subsequence pj11, j
1
2, . . . , j
1
2n´4q of pj1, . . . , jN q.
Since no other subsequence gives pn ´ 2, n ´ 1, n ´ 3, n ´ 2, . . . , 1, 2q up to 2-braid
move by definition of iJ , pj
1
1, j
1
2, . . . , j
1
2n´4q determines a unique such trail. 
Let T be the set of j0-trails π from sn̟n to w0̟n in V p̟nq. For c “ pckq P B
J
and π P T, let
(5.6) ||c||π “ p1´ dN pπqqc1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p1´ dM`1pπqqcM “
Mÿ
k“1
p1´ dN´k`1pπqq ck.
Recall that ck “ cβk for βk P Φ
`pJq (1 ď k ď M) with respect to the order (2.4)
and hence (3.1). Let us simply write c “ pc1, . . . , cM q. The following lemma plays a
crucial role in the proof of Theorem 3.12.
Lemma 5.4. For c P BJ , we have ε˚npcq “ max t ||c||π |π P T u.
Proof. Let c “ pckq P B
J given. Since ε˚npcq “ ε
˚
npbi0pcqq, we have ε
˚
npcq “ t1,
where ptkq “ ti0pbi0pcqq “ ti0pbi0pcq
˚˚q “ ti0pbi˚op0
pcopq˚q by (5.2).
One can check that applying rfjN ¨ ¨ ¨ rfjM`1 to p`, . . . ,`q gives a unique j0-trail
from ̟n and w0̟n. Hence by (5.3), we have
t1 “
ÿ
1ďkďM
ck ´min
π
# ÿ
1ďkďM
dN´k`1pπqck
+
,
where π is a j0-trail from sn̟n to w0̟n. Hence t1 “ max t ||c||π |π P T u. 
For π “ pν0, . . . , νN q P T, let πJ “ pν0, . . . , νM q, π
J “ pνM`1, . . . , νN q, and
T
1 “ tπ |πJ “ prν0, . . . , rνM q u Ă T,
where prν0, . . . , rνM q as in Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 5.5. For c P BJ , we have ε˚npcq “ max t ||c||π |π P T
1 u.
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that n is even so that w0̟n “ ´̟n. The proof
for odd n is almost identical. Let π “ pν0, . . . , νN q P T given. It suffices to show that
there exists π1 P T1 such that ||c||π ď ||c||π1 .
If π P T1, then νM “ wtp´,´,` . . . ,`q by Lemma 5.3. Suppose that π R T
1.
Since jk ‰ n for 1 ď k ď M , we have νM “ wtpτq where τ “ pτ1, . . . , τnq with
τp “ τq “ ´ for some pp, qq ‰ p1, 2q and τi “ ` otherwise.
Since π P T, there exists a subsequence pj11, . . . , j
1
N 1q of pjM`1, . . . , jN q such thatrfj1
N1
¨ ¨ ¨ rfj12 rfj11τ “ p´, . . . ,´q,
the lowest weight element. Ignoring j1k such that ´’s in τ is moved to the left by
rfj1
k
(5.5), we obtain a subsequence pj21 , . . . , j
2
N2q of pj
1
1, . . . , j
1
N 1q such thatrfj2
N2
¨ ¨ ¨ rfj22 rfj21 p`, . . . ,`q “ p`,`,´, . . . ,´q.
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This implies that there exists a unique π1 P T1 such that for M ` 1 ď k ď N
dkpπ
1q “
$&%1, if k “ j2l for some 1 ď l ď N2,0, otherwise.
Hence we have ||c||π ď ||c||π1 by construction of π
1. 
Recall that c “ pckq P B
J is by convention identified with the array, where ck is
placed at the position of βk in ∆n for 1 ď k ďM (see Example 3.6).
We note that if we consider the array pjkq for M ` 1 ď k ď N , where jk is placed
at the position of βN´k`1 in ∆n, then the r-th row from the top is filled with r for
1 ď r ď n´ 2 and the bottom row is filled with . . . , n ´ 1, n, n ´ 1, n from right to
left.
Let D be the set of arrays, where either 0 or 1 is placed in each r-th row of ∆n
from the top (1 ď r ď n´ 1) satisfying the following conditions;
(1) the three entries in the first two rows are 0,
(2) the number of 1’s in each r-th row is r ´ 2 for 3 ď r ď n´ 1,
(3) if r ą 3 (resp. r ă n´ 1) and there are two 1’s in the r-th row such that the
entries in the same row between them are zero, then there is exactly one 1
in the pr ´ 1q-th row (resp. pr ` 1q-th row) between them,
(4) the jk’s corresponding to 1’s in the pn ´ 1q-th row are n, n ´ 1, n, . . . from
right to left.
We write d “ pdkq P D, where dk denotes the entry at the position of βN´k`1 in ∆n
for M ` 1 ď k ď N .
Example 5.6. When n “ 6, we have
c5
c4 c9
c “ c3 c8 c12
c2 c7 c11 c14
c1 c6 c10 c13 c15
d26
d27 d22
d “ d28 d23 d19
d29 d24 d20 d17
d30 d25 d21 d18 d16
j26
j27 j22
j28 j23 j19
j29 j24 j20 j17
j30 j25 j21 j18 j16
“
1
2 2
3 3 3
4 4 4 4
6 5 6 5 6
For π P T1, let dpπq denote the array pdkpπqq, where dkpπq is placed in the position
of βN´k`1 in ∆n for M ` 1 ď k ď N .
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Lemma 5.7. The map sending π to dpπq is a bijection from T1 to D.
Proof. Let us assume that n is even since the proof for odd n is the same. We
first show that the map is well-defined. Let π “ pν0, . . . , νN q P T
1 given, where
νM “ wtp´,´,` . . . ,`q. Let pj
1
1, . . . , j
1
Lq be the subsequence of pjM`1, . . . , jN q such
that dj1
k
pπq “ 1. Then
rfj1
L
¨ ¨ ¨ rfj12 rfj11p´,´,` . . . ,`q “ p´,´,´, . . . ,´q,
equivalently,
(5.7) rfj1
L
¨ ¨ ¨ rfj12 rfj11p`,`,` . . . ,`q “ p`,`,´, . . . ,´q.
From (5.5), (5.7) and the array pjkq on ∆n, one can check that (i) L “ pn´3qpn´2q{2,
(ii) 3 ď j1k ď n, (iii) the array dpπq satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) for D. To
verify the condition (3), let us enumerate ´’s appearing in (5.7) from left to right
by ´1,´2, . . ..
For 3 ď r ď n´ 1, let 1pr´2,rq, . . . , 1p2,rq, 1p1,rq denote the entries 1 of dpπq in the
r-th row, which are enumerated from the right.
For 1 ď k ď L, suppose that j1k corresponds to 1ps,rq in dpπq for some s with
r “ j1k. It is not difficult to see that
rfj1
k
in (5.7) corresponds to
(1) moving ´s at the pr` 1q-th coordinate of a vector in Bp̟nq to the r-th one
unless r “ n and s is odd,
(2) placing p´s,´s`1q at the last two coordinates if r “ n and s is odd.
Then by looking at the arrangement of dkpπq’s in ∆n, it follows that 1ps,rq is located
to the northeast of 1ps`1,r`1q and to the northwest of 1ps,r`1q for r ă n´ 1,
¨ ¨ ¨ 1ps,rq ¨ ¨ ¨
1ps`1,r`1q 1ps,r`1q
and the j1k’s corresponding to . . . , 1p3,n´1q, 1p2,n´1q, 1p1,n´1q are . . . , n, n´1, n. Hence
dpπq satisfies the condition (3) and (4) for D, and the map π ÞÑ dpπq is well-defined.
Since the map is clearly injective, it remains to show that it is surjective. Let
π0 P T
1 be a unique trail such that dkpπ0qk “ 1 for M ` 1 ď k ď M ` L and 0
otherwise.
We claim that for any d P D there exists a sequence d “ d0,d1, . . . ,dm “ dpπ0q in
D such that dl`1 is obtained from dl by moving an entry 1 to the right. If d ‰ dpπ0q,
then choose a minimal k such that dk “ 0 ‰ dkpπ0q for M ` 1 ď k ď M ` L. If
1ps,rq denotes an entry corresponding to dkpπ0q in dpπq, then there exists 1ps1,rq in
d such that s ă s1. Here we assume that s1 is minimal. Then by the condition (3)
for D and the minimality of s1, we can move 1ps1,rq to the right by one position if
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r ă n ´ 1 and by two positions if r “ n ´ 1 to get another d1 P D by definition of
D. Repeating this step, we obtain a required sequence. This proves our claim.
Now, let d “ pdkq P D be given and let pj
1
1, . . . , j
1
Lq be the subsequence such
that dj1
k
“ 1. By the above claim and definition of D, we obtain the following two
reduced expressions;
sj1
L
¨ ¨ ¨ sj12sj11 “ sjM`L ¨ ¨ ¨ sjM`2sjM`1,
where we obtain the right-hand side from the left only by applying 2-term braid
move. Since rfjM`L ¨ ¨ ¨ rfjM`2 rfjM`1p`,`,` . . . ,`q “ p`,`,´, . . . ,´q, we obtain
(5.7), which implies that there exists π P T1 such that dpπq “ d. The proof com-
pletes. 
Let P be the set of double paths at θ. Consider two operations on P which change
a part of p P P in the following way;
‚
  
‚

❃
‚
‚
ÝÑ
‚

❃
‚ ‚
  
‚
(5.8)
‚
  
‚
  
‚ ‚ ‚
ÝÑ ‚

❃
‚

❃
‚ ‚ ‚
(5.9)
where in (5.9) the rows denote the two rows from the bottom in ∆n.
Lemma 5.8. For p P P, let dppq “ pdkq P D be given by dk “ 0 if p passes the
position of dk, and dk “ 1 otherwise. Then the map sending p to dppq is a bijection
from P to D.
Proof. Let p0 P P be a unique double path at θ such that p0 ends at the first two
dots from the left in the bottom row of ∆n, that is, β1 and βn (see the first double
path in Example 3.11). It is clear that dpp0q “ dpπ0q P D, where π0 P T
1 is given in
the proof of Lemma 5.7.
Let p P P given. Suppose that p1 is obtained from p by applying either (5.8) or
(5.9). If dppq P D, then it is clear that dpp1q P D. Since one can obtain p from p0
by applying (5.8) and (5.9) a finite number of times, we have dppq P D. Hence the
map p ÞÑ dppq is well-defined and injective. The surjectivity follows from the fact
that any d P D can be obtained from dpπ0q by moving an entry to the left by one or
two depending on the row which it belongs to (see the proof of Lemma 5.7), which
corresponds to (5.8) or (5.9). 
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Proof of Theorem 3.12. By Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, there exists a bijection from T1 to
P. If π P T1 corresponds to p P P, then we have ||c||π “ ||c||p for c P B
J . Hence by
Lemma 5.5, we have ε˚npcq “ max t ||c||p |p P P u. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 4.9. We generalize the arguments in Theorem 3.12. We
keep the notations in Section 5.2. Let j0 be as in (5.4). For 1 ď l ď r
n
2
s, let kl be the
index such that jkl belongs to the subword pi
J
2l´1q
˚op of j0 and jkl “ n. For i P I and
an element b of a crystal, let remaxi b “ reεipbqi b. The following is crucial when proving
Theorem 4.9.
Proposition 5.9. For c “ pckq P B
J and 1 ď l ď rn
2
s,
(5.10) λ2l´1pcq “ εjkl
´
e˜maxjkl´1
¨ ¨ ¨ e˜maxj2 e˜
max
j1
c
¯
,
and it is equal to
(5.11) min
π1
#
Mÿ
k“1
dkpπ1qck
+
´min
π2
#
Mÿ
k“1
dkpπ2qck
+
,
where π1 and π2 are i0-trails from
wtp´, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´loooomoooon
2l´2
,`, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,`loooomoooon
n´2l`2
q and wtp´, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´loooomoooon
2l
,`, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,`loooomoooon
n´2l
q
to the lowest weight element in Bp̟nq, respectively.
Proof. Let c P BJ given. Since pj1, . . . , jM q is a reduced expression of the longest
element for l, e˜maxjM ¨ ¨ ¨ e˜
max
j1
c is an l-highest weight element, which is of the form
(3.11). Then it is straightforward to verify (5.10) using Proposition 3.2.
On the other hand, the righthand side of (5.10) can be obtained by (5.3) letting
(5.12) i “ j0, i
1 “ i0,
where in this case
sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjkl´1p̟jkl q “ sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjkl´1p̟nq “ wtp´, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´loooomoooon
2l´2
,`, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,`loooomoooon
n´2l`2
q,
sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjkl p̟jkl q “ wtp´, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´loooomoooon
2l
,`, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,`loooomoooon
n´2l
q.
(5.13)
Hence the formula (5.3) gives (5.11). 
Let 1 ď l ď rn
2
s given. Let Tl be the set of i0-trails from sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjkl p̟nq (5.13) to
w0̟n. Let Dl be the set of arrays where either 0 or 1 is placed in each r-th row of
∆n from the top (1 ď r ď n´ 1) satisfying the following conditions;
(1) the entries in the first 2l rows are 0,
(2) the number of 1’s in each r-th row is r ´ 2l for 2l ` 1 ď r ď n´ 1,
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(3) if r ą 2l`1 (resp. r ă n´1) and there are two 1’s in the r-th row such that
the entries in the same row between them are zero, then there is exactly one
1 in the pr ´ 1q-th row (resp. pr ` 1q-th row) between them,
(4) the jk’s corresponding to 1’s in the pn ´ 1q-th row are n, n ´ 1, n, . . . from
left to right.
Note that D1 “ D.
Lemma 5.10. For π P Tl, the map sending π to dpπq is a bijection from Tl to Dl,
where dpπq is defined in the same way as in T1.
Proof. It can be shown by almost the same arguments as in Lemma 5.7 that the
map is well-defined, and clearly injective.
It suffices to show that it is surjective. Let ∆1n´2l be the set ∆n´2l, which we
regard as a subset of ∆n sharing the same southwest corner with ∆n. Let π0 be a
unique trail in Tl such that dkpπ0q “ 1 if and only if dkpπ0q is located in ∆
1
n´2l. Then
as in the proof of Lemma 5.7 we can check that for any d P Dl there exists a sequence
d “ d0,d1, . . . ,dm “ dpπ0q in Dl such that dl`1 is obtained from dl by moving an
entry 1 to the left, and hence that there exists π P Tl such that dpπq “ d. 
Let Pl be the set of l-tuple p “ pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,plq of mutually non-intersecting double
paths in ∆n such that each pi is a double path at some point in the p2i´ 1q-th row.
Lemma 5.11. The map sending p to dppq is a surjective map from Pl to Dl, where
dppq is defined in the same way as in P.
Proof. Suppose that p “ pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,plq P Pl is given. By definition of Pl, one can
check that all the points in the first 2l rows in ∆n are occupied by p.
Let p0 “ pp01, . . . ,p
0
l q be given such that p
0
i starts at ǫ2i´1 ` ǫn and ends at
ǫ2i´1 ` ǫ2i and ǫ2i ` ǫ2i`1 for 1 ď i ď r. We have dpp
0q “ dpπ0q, where π0 is given
in the proof of Lemma 5.10. Applying the operations (5.8) and (5.9) on Pl, one can
obtain a sequence in Pl from p to p
0, whose image under d lies in Dl. Then similar
arguments as in Lemma 5.8 implies the surjectivity. 
Proof of Theorem 4.9. Let c P BJ given. For π P Tl, there exists p “ pp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,plq P
Pl such that dppq “ dpπq by Lemmas 5.10, and 5.11, and
(5.14)
ÿ
1ďkďM
dkpπqck “
ÿ
1ďkďM
ck ´ p||c||p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ||c||plq .
Indeed, (5.14) holds for any p P Pl such that dppq “ dpπq. Therefore, we have by
(5.11) and (5.14)
λ2l´1pcq
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“ min
π1PTl´1
# ÿ
1ďkďM
dkpπ1qck
+
´ min
π2PTl
# ÿ
1ďkďM
dkpπ2qck
+
“
˜ ÿ
1ďkďM
ck ´ max
pPPl´1
t ||c||p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ||c||pl´1 u
¸
´
˜ ÿ
1ďkďM
ck ´max
pPPl
t ||c||p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ||c||pl u
¸
“ max
pPPl
t ||c||p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ||c||pl u ´ max
pPPl´1
t ||c||p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ||c||pl´1 u.
This gives the formula in Theorem 4.9. 
5.4. Proof of Theorem 4.6. We keep the notations in Section 4.2. We assume
that ∆i Ă ∆n for 1 ď i ď n, where both of ∆i and ∆n share the same southeast
corner. For c “ pckq P B
J , let c∆i P B
J (resp. c∆ci P B
J ) whose component in ∆i
(resp. ∆ci :“ ∆nz∆i) is ck and 0 elsewhere. Let
BJ∆i “ t c P B
J | c∆ci “ 0 u.
Fix i P Iztnu. Let c P BJ∆i`1 given with c “ cpa,bq for a unique pa,bq “
pa1 . . . ar, b1 . . . brq P Ω. We divide pa,bq into two biwords pa
1,b1q “ pa1 . . . as, b1 . . . bsq
and pa2,b2q “ pas`1 . . . ar, bs`1 . . . brq where as ď i and as`1 ą i so that
(5.15)
ˆ
a1
b1
˙
“
ˆ
i` 1
1
ci`11
¨ ¨ ¨
i` 1
i
ci`1i i
1
ci1
¨ ¨ ¨
i
i´ 1
cii´1˙
.
Here the superscript means the multiplicity of each biletter.
Let c1 “ cpa1,b1q and c2 “ cpa2,b2q P BJ∆i´1 be the corresponding Lusztig data.
Put T “ κ
Œ
pc2q. Then shpT q “ µπ for some µ P Pi´1 such that µ
1 is even. We
define pPpcq, Qpcqq by
(1) Ppcq “ ppT Ð bsq Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð b1q,
(2) Qpcq P SST ppλ{µqπq, where shpPkq{shpPk´1q is filled with ak for 1 ď k ď s.
Here λ “ shpPpcqqπ, Pk “ ppT Ð bkq Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð b1q, and P0 “ T . The pair pPpcq, Qpcqq
can be viewed as a skew-analogue of RSK correspondence applying insertion of
pa1,b1q into T (cf. [6, Proposition 1 in Section 5.1] and [33]).
Lemma 5.12. Under the above hypothesis, we have
Qp rficq “ rfiQpcq.
Proof. Considering the action of rfi on the subcrystal BJ∆i`1 of BJ described in
Proposition 3.2, we may apply [18, Proposition 4.6 and Remark 4.8(1)] to have
Qp rficq “ rfiQpcq (because we can naturally identify each element of BJ∆k`1 with an
element of the crystal M in [18, Section 3]). 
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Let ℓpλq “ 2m for some m ě 1. For 1 ď l ď m, let Vl be the subtableau of Qpcq
lying in the p2l´1q-th and 2l-th rows from the bottom, and let Ul be the subtableau
of Ppcq corresponding to Vl. Note that Ul and Vl are of anti-normal shapes, and V
Ô
l
is the tableau of normal shape obtained from Vl by jeu de taquin to the northwest
corner. We also let Ppcql be the subtableau of Ppcq lying above the p2l ´ 2q-th row
from the bottom, where Ppcq1 “ Ppcq.
Now we glue each V
Ô
l to Ppcq to define a tableau Tpcq by the following inductive
algorithm;
(g-1) Let Tpcqm be the tableau obtained from Ppcqm by gluing V
Ô
m to Um (so that
V
Ô
m and Um form a two-rowed rectangle Wm).
(g-2) Consider a tableau obtained from Ppcqm´1 by gluing V
Ô
m´1 to Um´1 and
replacing Ppcqm by Tpcqm. If the number of columns in Wm is greater than
µ2m´3 ´ µ2m´1 for m ě 2, then we move dominos
i`1
i
down to the next two
rows as many as the difference, and denote the resulting tableau by Tpcqm´1.
(g-3) Repeat (g-2) to have Tpcqm´2, . . . , Tpcq1, and let Tpcq “ Tpcq1.
Example 5.13. Suppose that n “ 6 and i “ 4. Let c P BJ∆5 be given by
0
0 3
0 1 1
0 3 2 1
0 3 2 0 3
where c1 is given by the entries in bold letters. Then
T “ κ
Œ
pc2q “
3 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
,
ˆ
a1
b1
˙
“
ˆ
5
1
3
5
2
1
5
3
3
5
4
3
4
1
1
4
2
2
4
3
2 ˙
.
By definition, the pair pPpcq, Qpcqq is given by
Ppcq “
4 4
3 3 3 3
4 3 2 2 2 2 2
3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
, Qpcq “
5 5
5 5 4 4
5 5 5
5 5 5 4 4 4
where U1 and V1 (resp. U2 and V2) are given in blue (resp. in red). Since
V
Ô
1 “
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4
, V
Ô
2 “
5 5 5 5
4 4
we have by algorithm (g-1)–(g-3),
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Tpcq “
5 5 4 4
3 3 3 3
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Lemma 5.14. Under the above hypothesis, we have
(1) Tpcq “ κ
Œ
pcq,
(2) κ
Œ
p rficq “ rfiκŒpcq.
Proof. (1) Let Ci`1 “
ř
1ďjďi ci`1j. We use induction on Ci`1. Note that when
Ci`1 “ 0, we clearly have Tpcq “ κ
Œ
pcq by definition of Tpcq.
First, assume that Ci`1 “ 1. Then ci`1j “ 1 for some j. Suppose that the box in
Ppcq, which appears after insertion of the corresponding j, belongs to Ul for some
1 ď l ď m. Recall that µπ “ shpT q. Let d “ µ2l´3 ´ µ2l´1 and let u be the length
of the bottom row of Ul.
Case 1. Suppose that ℓpshpUlqq “ 2 and d ą u. Then we have
Ul “
¨¨¨
, Wl “
i` 1 i i ¨¨¨ i
i ¨¨¨
.
where the gray box denotes the one created after the insertion of j. In this case, the
domino in the leftmost column of Wl does not move to lower rows. Hence it is clear
that Tpcq coincides with κ
Œ
pcq.
Case 2. Suppose that ℓpshpUlqq “ 2 and d “ u. Then we have
Ul “
¨¨¨
, Wl “
i` 1 i i ¨¨¨ i
i ¨¨¨
.
In this case, the leftmost domino in Wl moves down to a lower row by (g-2), and it
is easy to see that Tpcq “ κ
Œ
pcq.
Case 3. Finally suppose that ℓpshpUlqq “ 1. Then
Ul “
¨¨¨
, Wl “
i` 1 i i ¨¨¨ i i
i ¨¨¨
.
As in Case 1, the domino in the leftmost column of Wl does not move to lower rows,
and hence Tpcq “ κ
Œ
pcq.
Next, we assume that Ci`1 ą 1. Let pa
1,b1q be the biword removing pa1, b1q in
pa1,b1q in (5.15), and let c “ cpa1,b1q. Note that pa1, b1q “ pi` 1, jq for some j.
By induction hypothesis, we have Tpcq “ κ
Œ
pcq. On the other hand, when we
apply the insertion of pi` 1, jq into Tpcq, the possible cases are given similarly as
above. Then it is straightforward to check that the tableau obtained by insertion of
pi` 1, jq into Tpcq (see the step (2) in the definition of P
Œ
pcq “ P
Œ
pa,bq (4.3)) is
equal to Tpcq. Therefore, we have Tpcq “ κ
Œ
pcq. This completes the induction.
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(2) By definition of Tpcq and Lemma 5.12, we have Tp rficq “ rfiTpcq. Then we have
κ
Œ
p rficq “ rfiκŒpcq by (1). 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. It suffices prove that for i P I and c P BJ
κ˛p rficq “ rfiκ˛pcq p˛ “ Œ,Ôq
We prove only the case when ˛ “ Œ since the proof for the other case is identical.
Suppose first that i P Iztnu. By Proposition 3.2 (σk,3pcq is trivial in this case),
we have
c “ c∆ci`1 b c∆i`1 ,
as elements of gl2-crystals with respect to rei, rfi.
Let us denote by
B
ÝÑ the insertion of a biword into a tableau following the al-
gorithm given in (4.3). If we ignore the entries smaller than i` 1, then c∆ci`1
B
ÝÑ
κ
Œ
pc∆i`1q is equal to a usual Schensted’s column insertion. Hence
(5.16)
´
c∆ci`1
B
ÝÑ κ
Œ
pc∆i`1q
¯
“ c∆ci`1 b κ
Œ
pc∆i`1q,
as elements of gli`1-crystals with respect to rej , rfj for 1 ď j ď i. Moreover, the
subtableau of κ
Œ
pcq consisting of entries n, . . . , i` 2 is invariant under the action
of rfj on κŒpcq for 1 ď j ď i since it depends only on the Knuth equivalence class of
the subtableau with entries i` 1, . . . , 1 by definition of κ
Œ
.
Case 1. Suppose that f˜ic “ c∆ci`1 b
rfic∆i`1 . Then we have
κ
Œ
pf˜icq “
´
c∆ci`1
B
ÝÑ κ
Œ
pf˜ic∆i`1q
¯
“
´
c∆ci`1
B
ÝÑ f˜iκ
Œ
pc∆i`1q
¯
by Lemma 5.14(2)
“ f˜i
´
c∆c
i`1
B
ÝÑ κ
Œ
pc∆i`1q
¯
by (5.16)
“ f˜iκ
Œ
pcq.
(5.17)
Case 2. Suppose that f˜ic “ rfic∆ci`1 b c∆i`1 . By the same argument as in (5.17),
we have κ
Œ
p rficq “ rfiκŒpcq.
Next, suppose that i “ n. We may identify c with the pair pc∆cn´1 , c∆n´1q.
Regarding c as an element of BJ∆n`1 , the crystal of type Dn`1, we have by Lemma
5.14(1) the following commuting diagram;
c pc∆cn´1 , c∆n´1q pc∆cn´1 , κ
Œ
pc∆n´1qq
κ
Œ
pcq “ Tpcq pPpcq, Qpcqq
(i)
(ii)
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Now, we can apply the same argument for the proof of [18, Theorem 3.6] to see that
the composition of (i) and (ii) commutes with f˜n. Therefore, we have κ
Œ
p rfncq “rfnκŒpcq. 
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